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1. Introduction. In [8] we classified all JW-factors of type I, and in particular

all irreducible J W-algebras of the same type. In the present paper we shall complete

the characterization of irreducible /IF-algebras by showing that they are all of

type I. As a consequence we can generalize Kadison's result [6] on the algebraic

irreducibility of irreducible C*-algebras to 7C-algebras, and then use this for two

applications, one practically as he did, to characterize pure states of JC-algebras

in terms of their kernels, and the other to globalize the above mentioned type I

result. The key topological result for these investigations is Theorem 2.1, which

gives estimates on the norms on operators in certain real algebras. As another

application of this theorem we shall in §3 study the relationship between Jordan

ideals in a reversible JC- or JW-algebra and two-sided ideals in the enveloping

C*- or von Neumann algebra.

As this paper is a direct continuation of [8] we shall use the concepts ofthat paper

freely, just recall that a /C-algebra (resp. JW-a\gtbva) is a uniformly (resp. weakly)

closed Jordan algebra of self-adjoint operators on a Hubert space.

We are indebted to D. Topping for making available to us unpublished results

on JC-algebras.

2. Real algebras. In this section we shall be concerned with real operator

algebras and their enveloping C*-algebras and von Neumann algebras. The core

of all our later investigations is that a real algebra 9t satisfying the extra reality

condition 91 n /9t = {0} is in a sense "very real." If W is a set of operators we denote

by 9Jl+ the set of positive operators in 9JÍ.

Theorem 2.1. Let di be a uniformly closed real self-adjoint operator algebra with

identity acting on a Hilbert space. Then the following three conditions are equivalent.

(i) mnm = {0},
(ii)(/St)+={0},

(iii) For all A, B in in, \\A+ iB\\^ max {\\A\\, \\B\\},

In particular if the above conditions obtain then íñ + idt is a C*-algebra.

Proof, (i) => (ii). If A e 9t and B=iA ^0 then B2 = A*A is a positive operator in

3t. Since 9i is self-adjoint and uniformly closed B, being the unique positive square

root of B2, belongs to $t, hence to 9t n m={0}, B=0.
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(ii)=>(i). If 9tn/9l#{0} it is a C*-algebra. Since (m n my c(/g})+ ={0},

m nw={0}.
(ii) => (iii). If A + iB^0, A, Beîfi then A^O. In fact, from the equivalence of

(i) and (ii) A is self-adjoint, hence A = A+-A~, A + , A~ ̂ 0, A+A~=0. Let/be

any continuous real function which is zero on the positive reals. Then

f(A)Af(A)= -f(A)A-f(A)ûO.

Since f(A)(A + iB)f(A)^0, f(A)iBf(A)^0. By (ii) f(A)Bf(A) = 0, hence f(A)Af(A)
= 0. Since this holds for all such/ A~ =0, i.e., A^O. Let A, BeiR. In order to

show |y4 + //3|| ämax {|/1||, |.S||}, we may assume ||^ + /'5||^1. Then

0^I-(A + iB)*(A + iB) = I-A*A-B*B-i(A*B-B*A).

By the above, I^A*A + B*B^0, so \\A\\g,], \\B\\¿1, and (iii) follows. Clearly

(iii) * (i).
If the above conditions obtain let {Cn = An + iBn} be a Cauchy sequence in

914-/91. Then \\An-Am + i(Bn-Bm)\\ ^0 as «, m -> co. By (iii) ||/ln-,4m||-*0,

||-Sn — Bm\\—-0 as «, m-> oo. Thus {/4n} and {/3n} are Cauchy sequences in 91,

hence converge to A and B in 'Si respectively. Thus Cn = An + iBn^- A + iB in

9í + ¡9Î, which is thus uniformly closed, hence is a C*-algebra.

As an immediate consequence of the proof of (ii) => (iii) we have

Corollary 2.2. Let 91 be as in Theorem 2.1 and such that 91 n/9t={0}. If

A, Be 1R are such that A + iB^ 0, then A^0.

It is often desirable to have a stronger separation between 9t and M than

91 n z'9t={0}. The next lemma gives an answer to this problem.

Lemma 2.3. Let 21 be a reversible JW-algebra such that 91(31) n /9t(3t)={0}. Then

91(31)- n/9î(3I)-={0}.

Proof. Let $ = 9í(3í)- n /9Î(3I)-. Then » is a weakly closed two-sided ideal in

(31)_ (see the argument in [7, Remark 2.2]). Thus there exists a central projection

E in (31)- such that % = (%{)-E. Now ^Sa^^(^)sa^% since 31 is reversible and

weakly closed. Thus £,(31)£4i=5i. By the structure theory for von Neumann algebras

there exists a central projection Fin (31) " such that F($i)~ is of type lx, i.e., is abelian,

and (7-/0(31)- has no type U portion. Since F(31)" is abelian, F9t(3í)" =9Í(F3I)"

= F3Í, hence F&={0}, i.e., FE=0. In order to show $ = {0} we may thus assume

(3Í)- has no type Ix portion. Thus, as £(31)¿^C3I [7, Theorem 2.16] shows that

£#0 implies

{0} ft íR((^)saE) n m(Cñ)sAE) c 9t(3l) n /9t(3l) = {0},

a contradiction. Thus F=0, S = {0}.

For reversible JH/-algebras the enveloping von Neumann algebra has a neat

formulation.
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Theorem 2.4. Let 91 be a reversible JW-algebra. Then (SI) " = 9Î(SI) ~ -M9î(9l) ".

Proof. By [8, Lemma 6.1] there exist central projections F and F in 81 such that

F9I is the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann algebra, and 9î(FSI) n /9î(FSl) = {0},

E+F=I. Since the theorem holds for self-adjoint parts of von Neumann algebras,

we may assume 9t(9t) n i'9t(9i)={0}, hence by Lemma 2.3 *R(9I)- n ffi(tt)- ={0}.

Let S8 = SR(Sl)-+iSi(9l)-. By Theorem 2.1 S3 is a C*-algebra. In order to show

S3 = (SI)~ it suffices to show S3 is a von Neumann algebra. In order to accomplish

this it suffices by a result of Kadison [5, Lemma 1] to show that the strong limit

of each bounded monotone-increasing directed sequence of self-adjoint operators

in 33 lies in 33. Let Aa, Ba be operators in 9î(Sl)~ such that {Aa + iBa} is a monotone-

increasing directed sequence with least upper bound S. Then Aa + iBa -> S strongly

[1, p. 331]. The directed sequence {Aa} is monotone-increasing. Indeed, if a ^ß then

Aa + iBa^AB + iBg, so that Aa-Ag + i(Ba-Be)^0. By Corollary 2.2 Aa^Ag.

Moreover, by Theorem 2.1 \Aa\ á \\S\\. Let A be the least upper bound of the Aa.

Then Att-+A strongly [1, p. 331], and A e 31(91) ".

Let Xu- ■ -, xn be « given vectors, and let e>0. Since the directed sequences

{Aa} and {Aa + iBe} are monotone-increasing there exists a0 such that if a^a0

then

<»x,(Aa) Ú ojXi(A) á wXj(Aa) + el2,

and there exists ß0 such that if ß à ß0 then

wXj(Ag + iBg) ^ coXj(S) < wXj(Ag + iBg) + e/2

iorj=l,...,«. Let y^a0, ß0. Then

\coXj(iBy -(S-A))\ = \coXj(iBy) - œXj(S) + wX)(Ar + Œy) - œXj(Ay + iBy) + ojXj(A)\

S | -mSi(S) + wXj(Ay + iBr)\ + \ojXj(A) -ojXj(Ay)\

^ e/2 + e/2 = e.

Thus iBa -> S—A weakly, or, if B= —i(S—A), then Fv ->- B weakly. In particular

FefR(91)-. Since also

\ojXj(Ay + iBy-(A + iB))\ ^ \ojXl(Ay-A)\ + \wX)(iBy-(S-A))\ ^ e¡2 + e = 3e/2,

for7 = 1,...,«, Aa + iBa-> A + iB weakly. The weak topology is Hausdorff, and

{Aa + iBa} converges to both A+iB and S weakly. Thus

s = A+iB em(<ä)-+memy = 33.

The proof is complete.

3. Ideals in JC-algebras. In order to obtain information on reversible JC- or

/IF-algebras from their enveloping C*- or von Neumann algebras, a knowledge of

the relationship between their ideals is very helpful. The present section is devoted

to this problem.
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Lemma 3.1. Let 31 be a reversible JC-algebra with 9î(3t) n /9t(3() = {0}. Let g be a

uniformly closed two-sided ideal in (3Í) such that g n 31 = {0}. Then there exist a uni-

formly closed Jordan ideal 3 in 3Í anda central projection F in (31) ~ such that

%SA  =  M

Moreover, there exists a C*-isomorphism </< of%SA onto S, <\i being the inverse mapping

of the isomorphism A -* AF of& onto $SA.

Proof. Let iî = {A e 9i(3I) : there exists 5e9î(3l) with A + iB eg}. By Theorem

2.1 every operator in g is of the form A + iB. Clearly Ä is an ideal in 9i(3l). More-

over, for each A e Ä, B is unique, for if A + iB and A + iC both belong to g then

¡(TJ-C)eg, hence (B-C)*(B-C)e % n 31 = {0}, i.e., B=C. Let p be the map

SÎ ->- £ carrying A onto /?. Then p is a real linear isometry. In fact,

(1) A*A + iA*Be%,

and since A*-iB* = (A + iB)* e g, A*B-iB*Be g. Thus

(2) /3*.B+L4*.ßeg.

By (1), (2) and uniqueness, A*A = B*B, hence in particular \A\ = \B\ ; p is an

isometry. If C e 91(31) and A e ® then

(3) p(AC) = p(A)C,   P(CA) = Cp(A).

By [2, Proposition 1.7.2] there exists an increasing approximate unit {Fv} for

3Î in £ (the result is stated for C*-algebras, but can obviously be generalized

to real algebras). By (3) p(AEv) = Ap(Ev) for all Ae ®. Since p is an isometry and

AEV^A uniformly, Ap(Ev) -^ p(A) uniformly. The unit ball fíj in Ä" is weakly

compact. Let S be a weak limit point of {p(Ev)} in Äj. Then AS is a weak limit

point of {Ap(Ev)}. Since p(A) is a uniform limit of the same net, it is a priori its

(unique) weak limit point. Thus

(4) p(A) = AS = SA,

where the last equality follows by (3). Now (A + iB)*=A*-iB*. Thus p(A*)

= —B*=—p(A)*. In particular, with A selfadjoint p(A)= —p(A)*. This holds

for the Ev and therefore for their weak limit. Thus S= —5*, and the operator

E=\(I+ iS) is self-adjoint and commutes with Ä by (4). Also A e £ implies AE e g.

Moreover, since Sejf",£e (31) ~. Since A e 5Î implies A + ip(A) e g, p(A) — i A e g,

hence p(p(A))= —A, and ^4= — AS2. Thus

(5) ,4F2 = Ai(I+iS)2 = i^(7-52 + 2^) = AE.

Now the projection [Ä3£] e 31' n (31)", since ® is an ideal in 9i(30, £ being the

underlying Hubert space. Let F=E[®£]. Then Fis self-adjoint, being the product

of two commuting selfadjoint operators, and F2 = F2[Ä3£]. But if A e 5Í, x e 36,

then E2Ax = EAx by (5), so F2[®3e] = F[S££] = F, and F=F2 is a projection in
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(91)-HA'. For Ae®, A = A[®X], hence AF=A[®X]E=AEe%. Let S = ®SA.

Then Sisa uniformly closed Jordan ideal in St with Ï}SA = 3F. The map S -> %SA

by A^-AF is injective, for if AF=0 then AE=0, hence A(I+iS) = 0, i.e.,

A = -iAS e ¡91(91) n 9î(9I) ={0}, ^ =0. Let </> be the inverse mapping of A -> ¿F.

Then ¡/< is a C*-isomorphism of 5sa onto S. The proof is complete.

Lemma 3.2. Let Sèbe a von Neumann algebra and 9Í a reversible JW-algebra such

that 91(91) n ¡9t(9I) = {0}, and 33 = 9t(9I) " + ¡91(91)-. Let <f> be the map A + iB-^A*

+ iB* ofS8 into itself, A, Be 9î(9I)_. Then <f> is a *-anti-automorphism ofSS, hence is

in particular ultra-weakly continuous.

Proof. Since A + iB=<p(A* + iB*),cp is surjective. By Lemma 2.3 91(91)" n ifR(9l)-

={0}, so <p is injective. If A, B,C, De 9Í(9I)- then

<f>((A + iB)(C+iD)) = <p(AC-BD + i(AD + BC))

= (AC-BD)* + i(AD + BC)*

= (C* + iD*)(A* + iB*)

= <p(C+iD)<f>(A + iB).

<f>((A+iB)*) = <p(A*-iB*) = A-iB = (A* + iB*)*
= <p(A + iB)*.

Clearly, <f> is real linear. Hence, in order to show <f> is a *-anti-automorphism of 33,

it remains to be shown that <f>(i(A + iB)) = i<f>(A+iB). But <p(i(A + iB))=<p(-B+iA)

= -B* + iA* = i(A* + iB*) = i(f>(A + iB), so the first part of the lemma is proved.

Since <f> is a *-anti-automorphism of 33 onto itself, <¡> is an order-isomorphism.

Hence <f> is positive and normal. By [1, Théorème 2, p. 56] (p is ultra-weakly con-

tinuous.

We remark that the above lemma gives a method for constructing ^anti-

automorphisms of a von Neumann algebra 93. It suffices by Theorem 2.4 to show

the existence of a reversible /W-algebra 91 such that 91(91) n ¡91(91) = {0} and

91' = 33'. If 33 is a factor it suffices to find a reversible /^-algebra 91 such that

91'= 93' and 9l#33Syl (cf. [8, Lemma 6.1]).

Lemma 3.3. Let 93 and Sä be as in Lemma 3.2. Then the map rofSQ onto 91(91)-

definedby r(A + iB) = A, is ultra-weakly continuous.

Proof. Let r¡ denote the map A + iB -> A — iB. Then r¡(S)=(f>(S*), where <p is

the anti-automorphism constructed in Lemma 3.2. Since the *-operation is ultra-

weakly continuous, so is ij. Let ¡ denote the identity map of 33. Then r=^(i+r¡),

so is ultra-weakly continuous.

Notice that the map r¡ in the above lemma is a conjugation of 93, i.e., r¡ satisfies

all the axioms of an involution except that r¡ is multiplicative instead of being an

anti-automorphism.

We can now show the weakly closed analogue of Lemma 3.1.
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Lemma 3.4. Let 21 be a reversible JW-algebra such that 9t(3l) n ;9t(31) = {0}. Let

F be a central projection in (31)- such that if% = F(^£)' then \} n 3t = {0}. Then

%SA   =  WF.

Moreover, there exists a central projection G^F in 31 and a C*-isomorphism i/i of

%SA onto 3ÍG, i/i being the inverse of the isomorphism AG -»- A F ofñG onto i$SA.

The proof is a modification of that of Lemma 3.1. Let ff = {A e 9t(3i)_ : there

exists B e 9î(3t) - with A + iBe g}. Let p be the map of $ into itself defined by

A^-B, where A + iB e g. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 pis an isometry. Let t be

as in Lemma 3.3. Then Ä = r(g). Now Srs¿ is weakly closed. Indeed, let A e ®£,.

Multiplying by a scalar if necessary, we may assume \\A\\ ¿1. Let Sr^ denote the

unit ball in ®SA. Since ÄSi4 is a Jordan algebra, the Kaplansky density theorem

shows that A e fíf. By Lemma 3.3 t is weakly continuous on 3r2—the ball of

radius 2 around 0 in g. Since g2 is weakly compact so is t($2). Hence r(g2) is

weakly closed. Since p is an isometry Ai^t^). Since t(52) is weakly closed

fff c t(52), hence /I e t(%2). In particular /l e ®SA, so ÄSj4 is weakly closed as

asserted. Let SS = $iSA. Then 9 is a weakly closed Jordan ideal in 31, hence there

exists a central projection G in 31 such that 9 = 3ÍC7, [9, Corollary 2 and Proposi-

tion 5]. Let S=p(G). Let E=i(I+iS). Let F1 = EG. As in Lemma 3.1 %Sa=^F1

= 2IF1. Since the identity in g is F, F=F1. The proof is now completed as in

Lemma 3.1.

We pause here to show an application of Lemma 3.4.

Corollary 3.5. Let 31 be a reversible JW-factor such that (31)- is not a factor.

Then there exist exactly two orthogonal nonzero projections E and F in the center of

(31)-. Moreover, there exist C*-isomorphisms of both F(31)¿"4 and F(3I)j,t onto 31,

and ECñ)sA = E% F(SK)sA = F31. In particular, £(9l)¿, and F(<ñ)¿A are C*-isomorphic.

Proof. From the hypothesis and [8, Lemma 6.1] 91(31) n /9t(3i) = {0}.

If F and Fare orthogonal central projections ^0, /in (31)" then g = F(3i)- is a

weakly closed two-sided ideal in (31) ~ such that g n 31 = {0}. Since 31 is a JW-

factor the projection G in Lemma 3.4 must be the identity, hence there exists a

C*-isomorphism ifi of F(3I)£4 onto 31, and similarly from £(31)^ onto 3t. Assume

E+F=I, and that F=F1 + F2 with F1 and F2 central projections in (31)_. Then

<fi(Fi) and 0(F2) are orthogonal central projections in 31 with sum the identity.

Hence one of them is 0 and the other /, and one of the F's is 0 and the other F.

Thus F is a minimal nonzero central projection in (31) " and similarly for F. The

proof is complete.

Corollary 3.5 gives an alternative proof of [7, Theorem 5.2], in which all JW-

factors of type In, n è 3, were classified. Indeed, as in the original proof it suffices

to consider case (4) in [8, Lemma 3.5], in which case there exists orthogonal non-

zero central projections P and Q in (31)" with P+Q = I. By [8, Theorem 8.2]

(31)" is of type I. By Corollary 3.5 F(2t)- is a factor of type I, hence is isomorphic
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to all bounded operators 93(it) on a Hubert space SÎ. Moreover, 91 being the

C*-isomorphic image of F(9I)£4 is the C*-isomorphic image of 33(it)Si4. Even

though this proof of [8, Theorem 5.2] is simpler than the old one the original

proof has an advantage which will be apparent in the proof of Theorem 4.3

below.

We shall now consider cases where 91 separates the ideals in (91) or (91)", and

consider the /^-algebras first.

Lemma 3.6. Let 91 be a reversible JW-algebra. Let K denote the center in (91)".

Assume 91 n S = SSi4. If % is a uniformly closed two-sided ideal in (91)" such that

ftn9I = {0}, l«e«ft = {0}.

Proof. Note that if ft is weakly closed then the lemma is immediate from Lemma

3.4. Because of our weaker assumptions a different proof is necessary. Assume

ft5¿{0}. By [8, Lemma 6.1] there exist central projections F and F in 91 such that

F9I = F(9l)s-.4, and 9Î(F9I) n ¡9i(F9l) = {0}, and E+F=I. Since ftn9l = {0},

ft n F(9t)" ={0}, so we may assume 91(91) n ¡9i(9t) = {0}. Let F be a projection in

ft. By Theorem 2.4 there exist /le91, Be91(91)" such that E=A + iB. Then

E=E2 = A2-B2 + i(AB+BA), hence A = A2-B2, or B2 = A2-A eSI. Let <b be a

representation of (91)" with kernel ft. Then 0=<f>(E)=(p(A) + i<p(B), hence

cp(A)=-i<p(B). Thus <p(A)2=-<p(B)2=-<p(A2-A), and 2A2-Ae%. Therefore

A=2A2, so by spectral theory A=\F with F a projection in 91. Furthermore

F^E, because FA = A, so FB=B, and FF=F. Since F=|F+ iB, F=/(iF-F)e9i(91).

Since ft is a uniformly closed two-sided ideal in a von Neumann algebra there

exists a monotone increasing net {Ea} of projections in ft such that Ea->P strongly,

where F is the identity projection in ft-, hence a central projection in (91)", hence

F e SI by assumption. Moreover, by the above paragraph Ea = \Fa + iBa with F« a

projection in SI, Fa^Ea, and Ba e 9t(Sl). If Ea^Ee then

0 ^ Ea-Eg = \(Fa-Fg) + i(Ba-Be),

so by Corollary 2.2 Fa — Fg^0, hence {Fa} is a monotone increasing net of projec-

tions in SI. Let F be their strong limit. Then 0 ̂  FS / and F e SI. As in the proof of

Theorem 2.4 Ba = i(\Fa-Ea) -> i(\F-P) e/9î(SI)" weakly. Since Ba e 9Î(S1) and

Ba^i(\F-P) weakly, ¡QF-F) e 9t(SI)-, hence in 9Î(9I)" n ¡91(91)-, which is

zero by Lemma 2.3. Since \F—F^O, this is a contradiction, ft = {0}, the proof is

complete.

An analogue of Lemma 3.6 can also be proved for JC-algebras in view of Lemma

3.1. We shall do it only in the irreducible case.

Lemma 3.7. Let 91 be a reversible irreducible JC-algebra. If $ is a uniformly closed

two-sided ideal in (St) such that ft n SI = {0} then ft = {0}.

Proof. If 9{(SI) n ¡9î(SI) = {0} then there exist by Lemma 3.1 a uniformly closed

Jordan ideal S in SI, and a central projection Fin (SI)" such that ftSA = QF. But if
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g^{0} then F=I hence %SA = %<z% contrary to assumption. If S = 9t(2T) n /9t(3l)

^{0} then £ is a uniformly closed two-sided ideal in (31) such that £S¿C3Í [7,

Remark 2.2]. Thus g n 2 = {0}. Since (31) is an irreducible C*-algebra it has no

ideal divisors of zero [2, Lemme 2.11.3]. Since £^{0}, 3 = {0}.

4. Irreducible ./IP-algebras. We shall now obtain our main result, which

together with [8, Theorems 3.9 and 7.1], classifies all irreducible 7IF-algebras.

Theorem 4.1. Every irreducible JW-algebra is of type I.

Proof. Let 21 be an irreducible ./If-algebra acting on a Hubert space 3£. If 21 is

not reversible it is by [8, Corollary 6.5] totally nonreversible, hence by [8, Theorem

7.1] of type I2. If 21 is reversible and 9t(3I) n ¿91(31) ¥= {0} then 2l = 33(ï)Sil by

[8, Theorem 6.4], hence of type I. It remains to consider the case when 21 is re-

versible and 9t(3t)nz9t(3t)={0}. Let ©(£) denote the completely continuous

operators on 3Ê. In order to show 31 is of type I it suffices to show 21 n K(3ê)^{0},

but this is immediate from Lemma 3.6. The proof is complete.

We shall need a generalization to ./IP-algebras of a well-known result for von

Neumann algebras.

Lemma 4.2. Let 31 be a JC-algebra. Then the following are equivalent :

(i) 2C is a JW-algebra,

(ii) 31 m strongly closed,

(iii) 3Í is ultra-weakly closed,

(iv) 21 is ultra-strongly closed.

Proof. By [1, Théorème 1, p. 40] (i) o (ii), (iii) o (iv) and (i) => (iii). It remains

to be shown that (iv) => (ii). Let 21 be ultra-strongly closed. Let 31 ! be the unit ball

in 31 and 3tf the unit ball in 3t". On 21 j and 21 f the strong and ultra-strong topol-

ogies coincide [1, p. 36]. Since 21 is strongly dense in 21", 21 j. is strongly dense in

3tf by the Kaplansky density theorem. Since 9tx is ultra-strongly closed, it is

strongly closed, hence 2t! = 2íi", 31 => 31 -, and they are equal.

A factor is of type I if and only if there exists a vector state which acts purely on

it. The same is true for /^/-factors.

Theorem 4.3. Let 31 beaJW-factor. Then 21 is of type I if and only if there exists a

vector state which is pure on 31.

Proof. If 31 is of type I let F be an abelian projection in 31. If x is a unit vector in

F then wx is pure on 31. Conversely assume ojx is pure on 31. In order to show 31 is

of type I we may by [8, Theorem 7.1] assume 31 is reversible. Let w be a pure state

extension of tnx to (31). Then w = a>y<f> with <j> an irreducible representation of (31).

Thus <pÇn) is an irreducible /C-algebra, and by Theorem 4.1 <p(3l)" is of type I.

By [8, Theorem 3.9] there exists an abelian projection Fin <p(3l)- containing y, as

can easily be shown. By exactly the same argument as in the proof of [8, Theorem

5.1] <p is ultra-weakly continuous on 31. Kernel <£|31 is an ultra-weakly closed
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Jordan ideal in SI, hence weakly closed by Lemma 4.2. Thus there exists a central

projection F in SI such that FSI = kernel <£|9I. Since <pj=Q and 91 is a JW-îactor,

F = 0, <£|3I is an isomorphism, and ultra-weakly continuous. As for von Neumann

algebras <£(SI)=<£(9i)~. Let E=(<f>\SH)~1(F). Then F is an abelian projection in St,

91 is of type I.

It might seem that an application of Corollary 3.5 would simplify the above

proof considerably. However, if 91 is reversible, wx is a pure state of 91, and (91)_

is a factor, it is not a priori clear that ojx is pure on (91)", hence that (91) " is of

type I.

Corollary 4.4. Let SU be a JW-factor, o>x a vector state, and E the support ofwx

in 91. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) cox is pure,

(ii) F is abelian,

(iii) the null space of osx = {A e 91 : F^4F=0}.

Proof, (i) => (ii). Let ojx be pure on 91. In view of [8, Theorem 7.1 ] we may assume

91 is reversible. In the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.3 F is abelian, and

wx(E) = wy<p(E) = co„(F) =1, so xe E. Since F is minimal it equals the support of

Ctix.

(ii) => (iii). If F is abelian EAE=wx(A)E [9, Corollary 24], so the null space of

ojx is as in (iii).

(iii) => (i). If the null space 9c of wx equals {A e SI : F^F=0} then

9c = {A eSt : A = AF+FA-FAF},

where F=I—E. Clearly wx(F)=0, hence if ojx=^(ují + oj2) with w1 and w2 states

of 91, then ^i(F) = oj2(F) = 0. By the Schwarz inequality w1(A) = w2(A) = 0 for all

A e 9c. Thus wx = oj1 = oj2, ojx is pure.

5. Irreducible JC-algebras. In this section we shall generalize Kadison's result

[6, Theorem 1] that an irreducible C*-algebra is algebraically irreducible. In order

to reduce the argument to reversible JW-a\gebias the next result is important.

Lemma 5.1. In a JW-factor of type \2 the ultra-strong and the uniform topologies

coincide. In particular, if% is a JC-algebra whose weak closure is a JW-factor of type

I2, then 91 is itself weakly closed.

Proof. Let 93 be a ./IP-factor of type I2, and let Aa e 93, Aa -> A strongly on the

unit ball. Then (Aa — A)2 -> 0 strongly, as multiplication is strongly continuous on

the unit ball. In the notation of the proof of [8, Theorem 7.1, (1) => (2)] ||/la-¿(||!

->0, hence \Aa-A\-¿2ll2\Aa-A\2^0, i.e., Aa^A uniformly, and the ultra-

strong topology is finer than the uniform. Since the converse is obvious the two

topologies coincide.

If 91 is a /C-algebra such that 91" is a /^-factor of type I2, then by the above SI

is ultra-strongly closed, hence weakly closed by Lemma 4.2.
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Theorem 5.2. Let % be a JC-algebra acting irreducibly upon a Hubert space 3£

and {xj}, {y,} be two sets containing n vectors each, the first set consisting of linearly

independent vectors. Assume there exists B in 31" such that BXj=yj, ,/=l,.. ., n.

Then there exists A in Si such that Ax^y,-.

Sketch of proof. The proof is a slight modification of Kadison's proof. By

Lemma 5.1 and [8, Theorem 7.1] we may assume 21" is reversible. By Theorem 4.1

and [8, Theorem 3.9] there are three cases. In case (2), the complex case 21 ~ = 33(S)Sá,

and the theorem follows from Kadison's arguments. In case (1), the real case, there

exists an orthonormal basis (ea)aeJ for £ for which (Aea, eß) is real for all a,

ßeJ and all A e 21". Following Kadison's arguments we can prove the theorem

when the coefficients of the x} and y, relative to the basis are all real. In the general

case there exist unique vectors u}, vf, w}, z¡ in X with real coefficients relative to the

basis such that Xj = Uj + iVj, yj = wj + izj. Since /?x,=_y; and B has real coefficients

relative to the basis, Buj = w„ Bv¡ = Zj. We can now find A in 21 such that Au}=w¡,

Av, = Zj. Then Axj = A(u1 + ivj) = wj + izj=yj, and the theorem is proved in the real

case.

It remains to consider case (3), the quaternionian case. It is an easy consequence

of Corollary 4.4 (iii) that every vector state wx is pure on 21 ". Indeed, it suffices to

show that no vector state is faithful, and by cutting down by a four dimensional

projection we may even assume the Hubert space to be four dimensional. We can

then write x as a vector (qlt q2) in Q x Q, and 31 ~ as 2 x 2 matrices over Q. Exactly

as in the complex case it follows that ojx cannot be faithful on 2t". As a conse-

quence of this it follows that if xu..., xn are orthogonal vectors in 38 and 31" is

given by case (3), and E¡, j=l,.. .,n, are abelian projections containing the x¡,

then either F,Ffc = 0 or Ej = Ek for j+k. In order to complete the proof of the theo-

rem, we may assume the x¡ form an orthonormal set. If F; is the abelian projection

containing x,, then we may also assume all the E¡ are orthogonal, hence that the

Xj as vectors in Qm are orthogonal when we have reduced to the finite dimensional

case, as in Kadison's proof. From now on the argument is given by Kadison.

It is well known that an irreducible C*-algebra 31 on a Hubert space 36 either

contains the completely continuous operators (£(3t) or 21 n (£(3£) = {0}. This

generalizes to /C-algebras.

Lemma 5.3. Let 21 be an irreducible JC-algebra acting on a Hilbert space 3c. Then

either 21 n d(T) = 21" n <£(£), or 31 n <£(£)={0}.

Proof. Let S = 31 n <£(3E). Assume 3/{0}. Clearly Qr =91-, since S " is an ideal

in 31". Let F be a finite dimensional projection in S. By Theorem 4.1 31" is of

type I. If it is of type I2 then 31 ~ n ®(3c) = {0} unless 3£ is finite dimensional, in

which case the lemma is trivial. We may thus assume 21" is of type lm. There exists

then an abelian projection F in 21 ~ orthogonal to F. Let Ex be an abelian subpro-

jection of F in 21 " and let S be a symmetry in 21 " such that SE1S=F [9, Corollary

26]. Let W=E1SF+FSE1. Then W e 21", Wis zero on E-Eu it is an isometry of
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Ei onto F and an isometry of F onto Fx. Since 3 is an irreducible /C-algebra there

exists by Theorem 5.2 V in S with the same properties. Then F= VEV e 8. If G is

any abelian projection in (91)" then there exists a symmetry Fin St_ such that

TGT=F. Then T is an isometry of F onto G and of G onto F By Theorem 5.2

there exists Um S with the same properties. Then UFU=G e S. Thus every abelian

projection in St" belongs to S, hence SI" n £(£)<= S. The proof is complete.

6. yif-algebras of type I. It is possible to generalize Theorem 4.1 to a general

global theorem. In order to do this we shall use CCF-algebra techniques, especially

those developed by Dixmier [3], and modify them for JC-algebras. If St is a GCR-

algebra we identify 9t and its structure space Z. If iß denotes the set of A e SI+ for

which the map it -s- Tr tt(A) is finite and continuous on St, then S$ is the positive

part of a two-sided ideal SJc in St. Let 7(91) denote the uniform closure of 9JÍ. Then

91 is said to have continuous trace if J(9I) = 9I. We first modify [3, Lemma 10] to

our purposes.

Lemma 6.1. Let Sä be a reversible JC-algebra such that (91) is a CCR-algebra with

cvntinuous trace and structure space Z. Then there exist a positive operator B in 91

and an open set U in Z such that 77(F) is an abelian projection in 7r(SÍ) for all -n-e U.

Proof. There are two cases.

Case 1. For all tt e Z, 7r(SI) " has all its abelian projections of rank 2. Fix ir0 e Z.

By Lemma 5.3 7r0(SI) n (£(3£)=7r0(9t) ~ n ©(£). There exists therefore Bx e St+ such

that tt0(Bi) = F with F an abelian projection (of rank 2) in 7r0(9I), and such that the

map tt -> Tr ^(B^ is continuous. Let B2 =f(Bj), where /isa real continuous

function, f(t) = t for 0^1^ 1, f(t) = l for lä 1. Then ||F2||ál, t70(F2) = F. In a

neighborhood U of rr0, Tr tt(B2) ^10/4, and ||ir(F2)|| ̂ 3/4. Now tt(B2) = 2 A,F;-

with the Ej 2-dimensional orthogonal projections. Therefore Tr tt(B2) = 2 2 A;.

Hence 2 \S 10/4-^ = 5/4. Since the largest of the A's is £3/4, the others are ^£.

Let g be an increasing continuous real function which is 0 for íá^ and 1 for

1^3/4. Let B=g(B2). Then B satisfies the conditions of the lemma.

Case 2. There exists rr0eZ such that 7r0(St) " has abelian projections of rank 1.

In this case the proof is almost a direct copy ofthat of [3, Lemma 10], and can be

read out of the proof of case 1.

Lemma 6.2. Let St be as in Lemma 6.1. Assume further that for each nonzero

uniformly closed two-sided ideal ft ¡« (St), ft n St ̂ {0}. Then there exists A in 91 such

that ASäA is abelian and nonzero.

Proof. Let B and U be as in Lemma 6.1. Let ft be the ideal in (91) whose structure

space is U. Let S = ft n 91. Then there exists Ai in »+ such that if A = BA1B,

then ,4^0. By [4, Theorem 3] Ae8 + . If tt eZ and Ce 91 then

tt(/1C4) = ttWAíBCBAJB) = v(B)n(A1BCBA1yn(B) = /xtt(F)

with p real. Thus Tr(ASäA) is abelian, and ^St^ is abelian.
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Lemma 6.3. Let 31 be a reversible JW-algebra. Let (£ denote the center o/(91)".

Assume 21 n © = KSA. Le/ % be a nonzero GCR-ideal in (21) ". Then there exists a non-

zero abelian projection in 21.

Proof. By [3, Proposition 9] 5 contains a nonzero CCF-ideal with continuous

trace. Replacing 5 by this ideal we may assume 5 has continuous trace. Let

8 = g n 91. By Lemma 3.6 S^{0}. By [4, Theorem 2] (S) is an ideal in g. By

[3, Proposition 10] (8) has continuous trace. Apply Lemma 6.2 to 8. Then there

exists A in S+ such that A3A is abelian and nonzero. Let F be any nonzero spectral

projection of A. Then Fe 8, since it is majorized by a scalar multiple of A, and

F21F is abelian, since equal to F(F9lF)FcFSF, which is abelian. The proof is

complete.
We can now prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.4. Let 21 be a JW-algebra such that 21" is a von Neumann algebra of

type I. Then 31 is itself of type I.

Proof. From [9, Theorem 5] there exists a central projection E in 31 such that

(/—F)31 is of type I and F3Í has no type I portion. Confining our attention to F3Í

we may assume 31 has no type I portion. By [8, Theorems 6.4 and 6.6] 31 is then

reversible and 91(91) n /9t(9t) = {0}. We may also assume 21" = (21)". Let £ denote

the center of 31". Then &SA = (i n 3Í. In fact, if not let Ex be a central projection in

31" which is not in 31. Let Fj be the smallest central projection in 31 such that

F1}zE1. Then Fxi=Ex. Now FjSl" is an ideal in 31", hence E-f&." n 21 is a weakly

closed Jordan ideal in 31. By [9, Corollary 2 and Proposition 5] there exists a central

projection F2 in 31 such that F19I" n 31 = F221. Clearly F2^Elt so F2<E1. Let

F3 = F1 — F2. Then F3#0 and is central in 91. Consider F391", which is of type I. Let

E2 = E1F3^Q. Let g = F231". As above there exists a central projection F4 in 31

such that 5 n 3t = F431. Clearly F^E2^FZ. Since ft^E^", 5 n 2l<=F29l, so that

Fi^F2. But F3F2=0, hence F4 = 0. Thus 5 n 91 = {0}. By Lemma 3.4 there exist a

central projection G in 91 and a C*-isomorphism 0 of QSA onto C791. If Fis an abelian

projection in g then ip(F) is abelian in G31, so G31 is of type I, contrary to assump-

tion. Thus (ESA = & n 91, as asserted. By [1, Proposition 2, p. 252] there exists a

central projection P in 91" such that 31"F is homogeneous of type I„. Replacing

91" by 91"F we may assume 91" is homogeneous of type I„. Then 31" is spatially

isomorphic to a von Neumann algebra of the form © ® 3J(3£). We may thus

assume 31"=© ® 93(36). Let 5=G ® S(3c). Then 5 is a CCF-ideal in 31". By

Lemma 6.3 there exists a nonzero abelian projection in 31, contrary to assumption.

Thus the projection F from the beginning of the proof is zero, 31 is of type I.

In [8, Theorem 8.2] it was shown that if 31 is a reversible /IP-algebra of type I

then 91" is of type I. Combining this with Theorem 6.4 we obtain

Corollary 6.5. Let %bea reversible JW-algebra. Then 91 is of type I if and only if

91" is a von Neumann algebra of type I.
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7. Pure states. In [6] Kadison characterized pure states of C*-algebras in

terms of their left kernels. Topping has modified the concept of left kernel to the

following: if cu is a state of a ,/C-algebra St then its kernel SSI is the set of A in SI

for which w(A2)=0. Then 9JÎ is a quadratic ideal in the sense of Topping [9]. He

conjectured that cu is pure if and only if 9JI is a maximal quadratic ideal. We shall

prove this via a proof which is a slight modification of Kadison's original proof. By

an argument similar to that in [6] Topping has shown that each uniformly closed

quadratic ideal is the intersection of the kernels of all pure states annihilating it.

In particular, there exists at least one pure state annihilating a maximal quadratic

ideal. If S8l1 and SSR2 are two sets of operators in a /C-algebra we denote by SSR1 ° 9Jl2

the set of operators of the form A ° B (=\(AB + BA)) with A e SJcj, B e SSR2.

Theorem 7.1. Let Säbe a JC-algebra, cu a state of Sä, SSI its kernel, and 9Î its null

space. Then the following three conditions are equivalent.

(i) cu is a pure state,

(ii) 9c = 9Jc°9t + 9Jc,

(iii) SIR is a maximal quadratic ideal.

Proof, (i) => (ii). Let cû be a pure state extension of cu to (SI). Let & be the left

kernel of cü, tú = wx<f>, where cux is pure on the irreducible /C-algebra </>(SI), hence

on the irreducible ./ff-algebra </j(SI)". Thus, if F denotes the support projection

of cu* in </>(3t)_ then F is abelian by Corollary 4.4. Let B e 9c. Then, with F=I—E,

<j>(B)=<p(B)F + F<p(B)- F<p(B)F (CoroWary 4.4). Since FeS,

F + S = <f>(B)(I+%)

= (<p(B)F+F<p(B)-F<p(B)F)(I+S)

= F<p(B)(I+%)

= F(B+%).

Since FeS, F(/+S) = 0. Thus by Theorem 5.2 there exists A in 91 such

that 4>(A)(I+%) = 0, <p(A)(B + %) = B+%. Then Ae%, hence .4 e 9Jc = S n St.

Let C=AB + BA-ABA. Then Ce SDl ° 91 + W, and <f>(C-B)(I+%)=<f>(C)(I+%)

-<7S(F)(/+S)=^)(F + S)-(F + Ö) = 0, hence C-Fe9Jc. ThenB=C-D with

DeSSR. Since 9Jc is linear ABA + DeSSR, hence B=C- D = 2A o B-(ABA + D)

e 50c ° 91 + SSR, i.e., 9c c SIR o 91 + 9JÍ. Since the converse inclusion is trivial, they are

equal.

(ii) => (i). If cu=|(cu1 + cu2) with cu¡ states then cui(9Ji) = 0. Thus cui(9c) = 0, so

cuj = cu2 = cu on 91, cu is pure.

(ii) => (iii). Let SIR' be a maximal quadratic ideal containing SIR, and 9c = 9Jc o 91

+ 9Jc. Let cu' be a pure state of 91 whose kernel is 9Jc'. Let 9c' be the null space of

cu'. Then 9c' = SIR' ° SI + SIR' by (i)o(ii). Thus 9c' = 9« o 91 + SIR = 9c, so 9c' = 9c,

cu' = cu. Thus SSR' = SSR,SSt is maximal.
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(iii) => (ii). Let o>' be a pure state whose kernel is 9Jc. By (i) o (ii) 3Î', the null

space of cu', equals SOI ° 21 + Wl <= 9c. Thus 9<c' = 9î, a/ = a), hence to is a pure state.

The proof is complete.

Added in proof. A slightly stronger version of Lemma 5.1 has been proved in-

dependently by D. Topping, Corollary 2 in An isomorphism invariant for spin

factors, J. Math. Mech. 15 (1966), 1055-1064.
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